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This paper deals with certain aspects of a conjecture made by B. Kostant in 1983
 .relating the Coxeter number to the occurrence of the simple finite groups L 2, q
in simple complex Lie groups. In particular, we examine how the conjecture gives
rise to certain presentations of the Lie algebra as a sum of Cartan subalgebras for
the rank two and exceptional cases. The presentations studied are those with
invariant properties with respect to Kostant and Kac elements. The techniques also
 .connect certain presentations of the q q 1 dimensional representations of L 2, q
to certain properties of Jacobi sums. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
This work centers on a conjecture made by B. Kostant in 1983 in ``A
w xTale of Two Conjugacy Classes'' 12 . He proposed a link between a certain
intrinsic number of a simple Lie group, called the Coxeter number, and
the occurrence of certain finite simple groups. The conjecture has fueled
quite a bit of research and turns out to have many connections to other
areas of mathematics. Although a complete statement of Kostant's conjec-
ture may be found in Theorem 4.1, let us outline the conjecture broadly in
the following paragraphs.
The finite simple groups in question are the families alternately known
 .  .as PSL 2, q or L q , where q is a prime power. To recall the definition2
 .of these groups, first write F for the field of q elements and write SL 2, qq
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for the set of two by two matrices of determinant one with entries in F .q
 .  . Then L q is defined as SL 2, q modulo its center which consists of2
."I . These groups are of fundamental importance in group and represen-
tation theory since they often play the role of building blocks.
Let G be a complex simple Lie group and write h for the Coxeter
 w x .number see Table 8.1 for a list or 10 for a definition . Kostant's
 .conjecture states that when 2h q 1 is an odd prime power, L 2h q 12
embeds in the Lie group. Moreover, it sits inside the Lie group in a special
way. His conjecture states that the Lie algebra breaks up into certain
 .``principal series'' representations and subrepresentations of L 2h q 12
 w x .depending on the exponents of G see Table 8.1 or 10 again . These
principal series representations will be dealt with explicitly in Section 2.
Considerable work has been done on finite subgroups of Lie groups
 w x.e.g., Cohen and Wales in 3, 2 and, in particular, on Kostant's conjecture
w x2, 3, 5, 9, 18 of Cohen, Griess, Kleidman, Lisser, Meurman, Ryba, and
.Wales . The conjecture is verified easily in the non-exceptional cases by
 w x w x.using a character table and Schur indicators see 9 or 4 . However, the
exceptional cases are much more difficult. The following table indicates
the papers responsible for checking the conjecture in each case.
w xG 18, 22
w xF 34
w xE 36
w xE 97
w xE 58
w xSee also 21 which presents a unified approach in the rank two case and
proves a partial converse. Moreover, Serre has recently announced that he
has a general algebraic proof of Kostant's conjecture.
This paper explores some geometry of certain Cartan subalgebras asso-
ciated with the conjecture primarily in the rank two and exceptional
.  .cases . In the setting of Kostant's conjecture, L q injects into a simple2
 .Lie group G with Lie algebra g. Thus L q acts on g by the Adjoint2
 .action. Since it turns out that a Borel subalgebra of L q fixes a Cartan2
subalgebra of g , it is easy to see that there are q q 1 Cartan subalgebras,
1 .  .  .h indexed by u g P F the projective line , such that L q permutesu q 2
 . 1 .the Cartan subalgebras h in the same way that L q acts on u g P Fu 2 q
by linear fractional transformations.
What can be hoped is that there is some good way to decompose g as a
direct sum of a subset of the h . Questions of this sort have been muchu
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Æ Æstudied, e.g., by Alekseevskii, A. Kostrikin, I. Kostrikin, and Ufnarovskii in
w x15]17, 1 . Such situations led to many interesting theorems. For instance,
considering groups that preserve some aspect of such a decomposition led
w x w xto important theorems}for instance, see 14 or 22 for E and the finite8
simple sporadic Thompson group.
My work on the subject centers on decompositions with respect to two
w xspecial conjugacy classes, namely Kostant and Kac elements 12 . It is hard
to overestimate the importance of these elements, especially the Kostant
element. Writing h for the Coxeter number, there is a standard theorem:
THEOREM 1.1. For G a complex simple Lie group with tri¨ ial center, a
Kostant element is an element g g G satisfying either of the two following
equi¨ alent conditions:
 .1 g is regular and the order of g is h, or
 .2 there exists a Cartan subalgebra, h , normalized by g such that
 .Ad g N is a Coxeter element.h
An element g g G is said to be a Kac element if it satisfies the following
condition:
 .19 g is regular and the order of g is h q 1.
Moreo¨er, the set of Kostant elements forms a single conjugacy class and the
set of Kac elements forms a single conjugacy class in G. Finally, if x is the
character of any irreducible representation of G, then the ¨alue of x on either
 4a Kostant or a Kac element lies in the set y1, 0, 1 .
For details about these two elements including characterizations by
. w xtheir eigenvalues on a Cartan , see 12, 8, 10 . For some applications, see,
w x w xe.g., 11 for relations to the Macdonald formulas, 13 for relations to the
w xMcKay correspondence, and 8 for relations to the Legendre symbol. Also
w x see 12 for a result of Bomshik Chang that states that except in the case
.of B one can always choose a Kostant element and a Kac element which2
will together generate a Z-form of G.
Since these two classes are so important and, moreover, will manifest
 .themselves as members of L q , the question that is raised is whether it is2
possible to write g as a direct sum of certain h lying in orbits of either au
 .Kostant or Kac element called an invariant decomposition . This paper
answers the question in the case of the rank two and exceptional Lie
 .algebras in a surprising way. The theorem says see Corollary 10.2 that a
decomposition is always possible}but either the Kostant element works
and the Kac element fails or vice versa:
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THEOREM 1.2. Let G be one of the following: A , A , B , G , F , E , E ,2 4 2 2 4 6 7
 .or E . With respect to Kostant's embedding of L q ¨ G, g admits an8 2
in¨ariant decomposition as ¨ector spaces
g s h[ u
ugPA
 .  .by a Kostant element, A g L q , if and only if h is odd i.e., A or A .2 2 4
Similarly, g admits an in¨ariant decomposition as ¨ector spaces
g s h[ u
ugPK
 . by a Kac element, K g L q , if and only if h q 1 is odd i.e., B , G ,2 2 2
.F , E , E , or E .4 6 7 8
In proving this result, the main tools come from number theory. Gamma,
Jacobi, and Bessel functions and their generalizations are used with the
Stickelberger Relation providing the key lemma. For instance, Theorem
6.11 reduces the existence of a Kostant element invariant decomposition to
 .knowing that two Jacobi sums related by the Legendre symbol are not
equal. In fact, this theorem is a general statement about certain invariant
 .presentations of the q q 1 dimensional representations of L q .2
 .  .THEOREM 1.3. Fix B s A B a Borel subalgebra of L q Section 2 .0 0 0 2
 .Let V be the q q 1 dimensional representation of L q induced from them 2
p im rqy1.  .character p of B acting by e on a generator of A Section 2 .m 0 0
 .For B s AN any Borel subalgebra of L q , define h to be the fixed points2 B
of V under N.m
 .Let P be a collection of q q 1 r2 Borel subalgebras in¨ariant under theA0
action of A . Then0
V s h[m B
BgPA0
if and only if
J v , v / J v , rv .  .y2 m myk y2 m myk
 . 2p in rqy1.for 1 F k F q y 1 r2 where v is the character acting by e on an
U  .  .generator of F Definition 7.1 , r is the Legendre symbol Definition 6.5 ,q
 .  .and J ?, ? is the Jacobi sum Definition 6.5 .
2. THE e-BASIS
Throughout this paper, let q s p f be an odd prime power. The main
 .  .  .group under consideration will be L q s L 2, q s PSL 2, q s the2
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group of 2 = 2 matrices of determinant 1 over the field of q elements, F ,q
all modulo its center. Since q is odd, we may write
q s 2h q 1 2.1 .
with h an integer. This number, h, will end up playing the role of the
Coxeter number in Lie theory.
It is well known that
q q2 y 1 .
< <L q s .2 2
s 2 h q 1 h 2h q 1 , 2.2 .  .  .
<  . <where L q is the order of the group.2
 .The product decomposition exhibited in Eq. 2.2 corresponds to three
 .special subgroups of L q . The first, denoted by A, consists of diagonal2
matrices. It is cyclic of order h. The second, denoted by N, consists of the
upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonals. Its order is q s 2h
q 1 and it is cyclic only if p s q. Together, these two subgroups generate
 .B, a Borel subgroup of L q consisting of upper triangular matrices. The2
third special subgroup, denoted by K, is cyclic of order h q 1. It is more
complicated than A and N and is discussed in detail in Section 9.
For the present, the study of B will be the most important task. Of
course one has
< <L q rB s q q 1. .2
 . 1 .  4L q rB may be viewed as the projective line, P F s F j ` . Thus if2 q q
we take a complex character p of B and induce the representation up to
 .L q , we get a q q 1 dimensional representation. It is precisely these2
principal series representations that play a central role in Kostant's conjec-
ture. Even though they are well understood, it will be useful for us to write
them out explicitly.
U  4To do so, fix a generator l for the multiplicative group F s F _ 0 . Itq q
has order 2h and will be fixed throughout the paper. Next fix p a
U  .non-trivial multiplicati¨ e character of F such that p y1 s 1. Thus, forq
each integer m where 1 F m F h, there exists a character uniquely deter-
 . 2p im r hmined by p l s e . The reason for choosing p to be trivial on y1m
U is that by using the obvious homomorphism from F onto A with kernelq
 4."1 , we may view p as a character of A. By extending p to be trivial on
N, we may view p as a character of B. We will therefore view p
interchangeably as a character either of FU or of B as context dictates.q
L2q. .Write V for Ind p , the induced representation of p from B top B
 .L q . The notation will be simplified to just V whenever p is understood.2
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w xAs in 19 , we may consider V to be the set of all complex valued functions
 .f on L q satisfying2
f bg s p b f g .  .  .
 .  .  .for all b g B and g g L q with action gf x s f xg . The appropriate2
theorem regarding the nature of V is standard. For instance, it may be
w xfound in 19, Sect. 5.4 :
 .THEOREM 2.1. V is an irreducible representation of L q if and only ifp 2m
p 2 / 1. Moreo¨er, V and V are equi¨ alent if and only if p s p orm p p m nm n
p s py1.m n
It will be useful to write out a ``delta'' basis for V, i.e., a basis for which
 .each basal element is supported on one right coset of B _ L q . To this2
 .end, we choose the following representatives for B _ L q :2
1 0g su  /u 1
0 y1g s`  /1 0
for u g F . The e-basis is defined by requiring that e g V andq ¨
e g s d .¨ w ¨ , w
1 .for all ¨ , w g P F where d is 1 if ¨ s w and 0 otherwise. Theseq ¨ , w
functions form a basis for V. It is also well known and easily checked that
 .  .L q acts on this basis as a inverse transpose linear fractional transfor-2
1 .mation on P F with certain non-zero coefficients. This is detailed in theq
next theorem.
1 a b .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.2. Let u g P F and g s g L q . Then L q actsq 2 2c d
on V in the e-basis by
ge s ke ,u ¨
1 .where ¨ g P F is determined byq
du y c
¨ s
ybu q a
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and k g C* is determined by
¡p ybu q a if u , ¨ / ` .
p 1rb if u / ` but ¨ s ` .~k s
p 1ra if u , ¨ s ` .¢p yb if u s ` but ¨ / `. .
Proof. Since this result is well known and just a matter of checking
w xdefinitions, we omit the details. Part of it may be found in 19 .
It will also be useful for us to write out this action for a few elements in
 .L q that will be particularly important to us. Namely, define2
l 0
A s 2.3 .y1 /0 l
1 xN s 2.4 .x  /0 1
1 0M s 2.5 .x  /x 1
0 y1S s , 2.6 . /1 0
where x g FU and where we recall that l was the fixed generator for FU.q q
For simplicity, we will refer to N as N and to M as M. The action on1 1
these elements is given by:
 .COROLLARY 2.3. Let u g F . Then with the preceding notation, L qq 2
acts on V by
 .  .  y1 .21 Ae s p l e and Ae s p l eu u rl ` `
 .  .  y1 .2 N e s p yxu q 1 e if u / 1rx, N e s p x e ,x u u ryx uq1. x 1r x `
 .and N e s p yx ex ` y1r x
 .3 M e s e and M e s ex u uyx x ` `
 .  .4 Se s p u e and Se s e .u y1r u ` 0
3. THE f-BASIS
For reasons that will become apparent later, it is convenient to intro-
duce a ``Fourier transform'' of our earlier e-basis. For now, we can view it
as a way of diagonalizing the operators M . To this end, fix a non-trivialx
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additi¨ e character x of F . This character will also be fixed throughout theq
remainder of the paper. The next definition gives the f-basis.
DEFINITION 3.1. For u g F , defineq
f s x au e .u a
agFq
and let
f s e .` `
We will also need the following ``Bessel'' and ``Gamma'' functions since
they will come up often:
DEFINITION 3.2. For i, j g F , letq
1 i
G s x q ja p a . .i , j  /Uq aagFq
Note that G s 0.0, 0
Though we will not need any properties of the G at this moment, wei, j
will eventually use a few of their elementary properties. Thus we note:
LEMMA 3.3. The G satisfy the following relations:i, j
 .1 G s Gi, j yi, yj
 .2 G s Gi , j j, i
 .  . U3 G s p 1rj G for i g F and j g Fi, j i j, 1 q q
 .  . U4 G s p i G for i g F and j g Fi, j 1, i j q q
 .5 G G s 1rq. In particular, G is non-zero.1, 0 0, 1 0, 1
 .Proof. Part 1 follows by the substitution of a ª ya and the fact that
 .  .p y1 s 1. Part 2 uses the behavior of the characters under conjugation
 .  .and the substitution a ª 1ra. Parts 3 and 4 simply use the substitu-
 .tions a ª arj and a ª ia, respectively. Part 5 is merely the fact that
in this case, our definitions reduce to Gauss sums. It is a trivial calculation
w x w x}see 7 or 21 .
It is now easy to check how the f-basis behaves under the operators M,
 .  .  .A, and S from Eqs. 2.5 , 2.3 , and 2.6 . In the following, recall that l is
the fixed generator of FU , p is the fixed multiplicative character of FU , xq q
is the fixed additive character of F , and the G's are as defined above.q
THEOREM 3.4. For u g F ,q
 .  .1 M f s x xu f and M f s fx u u x ` `
 .  .  y1 .22 Af s p l f and Af s p l fu l u ` `
 .  . U3 Sf s  G f q f and Sf s 1rq  f .u ig F i, u i ` ` ig F iq q
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Proof. Using Theorem 2.2 and the definitions, these are all simple
 .calculations. For instance, to get part 3 , we use the trivial observation
 .that e s 1rq  x yau f , i.e., the ``inverse Fourier transform,'' tou ag F aq
get
Sf s x au p a e q e .  .u y1r a `
UagFq
s 1rq x au p a x bra f q e .  .  .  b `
UbgF agFq q
s G f q e . b , u b `
bgFq
The remaining computations are similar.
4. KOSTANT'S CONJECTURE
Let us now write down Kostant's conjecture in its full generality.
Recalling the notes in the Introduction and Serre's recent announcement,
Kostant's conjecture below has been verified. For the following, recall the
notation of the Introduction and Sections 2 and 3.
 .THEOREM 4.1 Kostant's Conjecture . Suppose G is a simple complex
Lie group with tri¨ ial center such that 2h q 1 s q s p f is an odd prime
power where h is the Coxeter number of G. Then:
 .1 There is a homomorphism n embedding
n
L q ¨ G. .2
 .  .2 Under the Adjoint action of this embedding, L q decomposes2
 . g s Lie G into a direct sum of principal series representations V or ap m i
.component of V in the case that m s hr2 and V is reducible wherep i pm mi i
1 F m F hr2 are the exponents of G less than or equal to hr2.i
 .  .  .  .3 n A is a Kostant element globalized Coxeter element and n K
is a Kac element in G where A is an element of order h and K is an element of
 .order h q 1 in L q .2
 .  .4 There exists a Borel subalgebra of L q which, under Ad(n , fixes2
a Cartan subalgebra h of g. An element of order h in the Borel acts as the
Coxeter element on h and the elements of order p in the Borel subalgebra act
tri¨ ially on h.
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5. THE CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS
In this section, we will begin to explore the possibility of using Kostant's
conjecture in decomposing the Lie algebra into a sum of Cartans with
some invariant properties.
m. Remark 5.1. For each exponent m, choose an e-basis e thus byu
m..using the same additive character x we also get an f-basis f , u gu
1 .P F , for each V just as we did in Sections 2 and 3. When p isq p mm
understood we will suppress the exponents and subscripts. The only
additional information needed will be for the case hr2 g Z see Theorem
.2.1 so that V is reducible. In this case, the two irreducible componentsp h r2
of V arep h r2
V s span f 2 , G f q f N u g FU [ span f 2 , G f y f N u g FU , 4  4p u 0, 1 ` 0 q lu 0, 1 ` 0 qh r2
where of course the e's, f 's, and G's all depend on our choice of
multiplicative character p . This is simple and well known. For ah r2
w xreference, see 19, Sect. 2.5.6 .
 .LEMMA 5.2. Under the embedding of L q in G, a Borel subgroup of2
 .  .L q fixes a Cartan subalgebra h of g and the L q action on the set of2 ` 2
  .4 1 . Cartans g h N g g L q is equi¨ alent to the action on P F by in¨erse` 2 q
.transpose linear fractional transformations.
 .Proof. If B is a Borel subalgebra of L q , then it is clear that2
 . 1 .  .L q rB is just the projective field P F see the discussion in Section 22 q
under the appropriate linear fractional action. Thus we only need to check
 .that there exists a Cartan subalgebra whose stabilizer in L q is a Borel2
subalgebra to prove the theorem. Existence of a Cartan subalgebra, h ,`
 .fixed by B is given by Kostant's conjecture part 4 . To see that the
 .stabilizer of h in L q is only B, suppose that more than the Borel fixes` 2
the Cartan subalgebra. If so, then since the Borels are maximal proper
 .  .subgroups, all of L q fixes h . But then h is a representation of L q2 ` ` 2
 .of dimension l. But Kostant's conjecture part 2 also would imply that h`
 .would be a sum of principal series representations or components thereof
 .and thus would have dimension a multiple of h q 1 . In particular,
 .  .h q 1 would divide l which at the least would give l G h q 1 which is a
contradiction to the fact that h ) l.
 .  .  .In particular, L q always permutes a set of q q 1 s 2 h q 1 Cartan2
 .  .  .subalgebras. Since dim g s l h q 1 and dim h s l, it could be hoped
that g might be written in some interesting way as a sum of half of these
Cartan subalgebras. This is what we propose to examine. To do this, let us
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 .give names to these Cartan subalgebras and without loss of generality pin
 .down a Borel subalgebra of L q .2
 .DEFINITION 5.3. Let B be the lower triangular matrices in L q . Let2
 .h be a Cartan subalgebra in g fixed by B as in Theorem 4.1 part 4 . For`
U  .each u g F , define via the Ad action of the embeddingq
h s N h and h s Shu y1r u ` 0 `
 .to be the q q 1 Cartan subalgebras that L q permutes according to2
 . inverse transpose linear fractional transformations the elements N andu
 .  ..S are given in Eqs. 2.4 and 2.6 .
Let us check the uniqueness of the above definition.
LEMMA 5.4. h is gi¨ en uniquely by the joint eigen¨ectors of eigen¨alue`
 4   ..one for M N u g F Eq. 2.5 .u q
Explicitly, h is spanned by its intersection with each irreducible component`
 .of L q . In case m / hr2, each h l V is two dimensional and is2 ` p m
spanned by the two ¨ectors f and f . If m s hr2, then h l V is one0 ` ` p h r2
dimensional and it is spanned by the appropriately signed ¨ector see Remark
.5.1
G f " f .0, 1 ` 0
 .Proof. By Theorem 4.1 part 4 , we know that some h exists and that`
 .it consists of eigenvectors of eigenvalue one for each M . By part 2 , weu
  . .may break up g into lr2 respectively l q 1 r2 if hr2 is an exponent
 .irreducible representations of L q . However, in each such component,2
 .M f s x u¨ f and M f s f where x was the fixed non-trivial additiveu ¨ ¨ u ` `
character of F by Theorem 3.4. But since x is non-trivial it is clear that fq ¨
can have eigenvalue one for all M if and only if ¨ s 0, `. Thus only theu
span of f and f consist of eigenvectors of eigenvalue one for all M0 ` u
within a given irreducible component. But by dimension counting, we see
that h must be exactly as described by the lemma.`
Note 5.5. In the case that q s p, the above proof actually shows that M
 .  .which then generates all the M is regular and so part 4 of Theorem 4.1u
is superfluous.
Let us make the following definition:
1 . m.DEFINITION 5.6. For m an exponent and u g P F , define h to beq u
the subspace
h m. s h l the irreducible component of V . .u u p m
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For u g FU and m / hr2 an exponent, define hm. g h m. to beq u u
hm. s N f m. .u y1r u 0
Also put hm. s f m. and hm. s Sf m.. Note: whenever we have a given p` 0 0 0 m
in mind, we will omit the superscripts.
 .Using Theorem 2.2 see Theorem 6.11 for details , it is easy to check
that since f s  e ,0 z g F zq
u
h s p u e q p e . u ` z /u y zzgF , z/uq
for u g FU andq
y1
h s e q p e0 ` z /U zzgFq
h s e .` z
zgFq
It is now easy to write down an explicit basis for each h .u
COROLLARY 5.7. Each h is equal to the direct sum of the h m. where mu u
ranges o¨er the exponents of g less than or equal to hr2. For a gi¨ en m, an
explicit basis for h m. is gi¨ en byu
em. and hm.u u
if m / hr2 and
y1N G f " e s G h " p u e .  .y1r u 0, 1 0 ` 0, 1 u u
if m s hr2 with the " according to Lemma 5.4.
Proof. This follows immediately from the Definitions 5.3, 5.6, and 3.1,
Lemma 5.4, and Corollary 2.3 since
N f s p 1ru e and N f s h . .y1r u ` u y1r u 0 u
6. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE A DECOMPOSITION
Let us consider the problem of attempting to decompose g into a direct
  ..sum of h q 1 Cartans that will be invariant under A see Eq. 2.3 . In
2other words, since Ah s h see Sections 2, 3, and 5 and Corollary 5.7u u rl
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. 1 .to check the details , we want to know if there is a subset P ; P FA q
invariant under multiplication by l such that as ¨ector spaces we have
g s h . 6.1 .[ u
ugPA
It will turn out that the answer to this question is directly related to some
results in number theory.
Since we will be dealing with some sort of A invariance, it is natural
to introduce the following notation for a particular basis of eigenvectors
for A.
DEFINITION 6.1. Fix m an exponent of G, m / hr2, and write z s
e2p i r h. Then for k s 0, 1, . . . , h y 1 and u g FU , let ¨ m. and ¨ m. be asq u, k lu, k
h h
yl km. l m. lmyk . m.
y2 l¨ s z A e s z e u , k u ul
ls1 ls1
h h
m.m. ylk k m. lmyk .
1y 2 l¨ s z A e s z e . lu , k lu ul
ls1 ls1
From this, it is clear that for any fixed u, ¨ m. and ¨ m. are distinctu, k lu, k
eigenvectors for A of eigenvalue z k. If we note that em. and em. are also0 `
 . m  .y1 ymeigenvectors for A of eigenvalue p l s z and p l s z , respec-m m
 m. m. m. m.tively, then it is clear that the set ¨ , ¨ , e , e N k s 0, . . . , h y 1;u, k lu, k 0 `
4m ranging over the exponents of g F hr2 is a basis for g consisting of
eigenvectors of A.
As always, when working with an understood p , these superscripts will bem
suppressed.
Note 6.2. The apparent choice of u in the above definition is unimpor-
tant. In fact, it is easy to check that for t g FU ,q
¨ m.2 s p t ¨ m. .t x , k myk x , k
by writing t s lr for some r g Z and substituting u s l2 r x into the above
definition. Thus, for instance, we see that each ¨ is just a non-zerou, k
multiple of either ¨ or ¨ depending whether u is a square or not in1, k l, k
FU.q
Note 6.3. Due to the A invariance of each V and Corollary 5.7, thep m
 .question of being able to satisfy Eq. 6.1 reduces to being able to satisfy
the similar equation within each V . Namely, it is enough to knowp m
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1 . 2whether there is a subset P ; P F stable under multiplication by lA q
such that
V s h m. 6.2 .[p um
ugPA
for each exponent m / hr2 and similarly for the irreducible component of
V if hr2 is an exponent.p h r2
Fix an exponent, m, of G not equal to hr2. We define the following
numbers that will play a crucial role in our analysis of an A invariant
decomposition.
DEFINITION 6.4. For i s 1, 2, let c be multiplicative characters of FU.i q
U  .For each e g F define c c , c , e g C byq 1 2
c c , c , e s c 1 y e x 2 c x 2 . .  .  .1 2 1 2
U 2xgF , e x /1q
To get at this number, let us cite some elementary facts from classical
number theory. The following definition and theorem are well known, e.g.,
w xsee 7, Chap. 8, Sects. 2 and 3 .
DEFINITION 6.5. Recall that x was a fixed non-trivial additive charac-
U  .ter on F . For c a multiplicative character on F , the Gauss sum g c isq q
defined as
g c s x a c a . .  .  .
UagFq
  . .Note that g p is basically our old qG .0, 1
For i s 1, 2, let c be multiplicative characters of FU. Then the Jacobii q
 .sum J c , c is defined as1 2
J c , c s c a c b . .  .  .1 2 1 2
Uaqbs1, a , bgFq
The Legendre symbol r is the unique non-trivial multiplicative character
on FU of order two. It returns q1 on the squares and y1 on theq
non-squares.
THEOREM 6.6. For the finite field F and multiplicati¨ e characters c andq
c , i s 1, 2,i
 . <  . < ’1 if c / 1, g c s q
 .  .  .  y1 .  .2 if c / 1, J 1, c s J c , 1 s 0 and J c , c s yc y1
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 . <  . < ’3 if c and c c are non-tri¨ ial, J c , c s qi 1 2 1 2
 .4 if c and c c are non-tri¨ ial,i 1 2
g c g c .  .1 2
J c , c s . .1 2 g c c .1 2
We can now check the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.7. Recalling that r is the Legendre symbol, we ha¨e
y1c c , c , e s c e J c , c q r e J c , rc . .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 2
Proof. This is checked easily be evaluating the definitions. Below we
will make use of the substitutions a s 1 y b and b s e y and the fact that
 .1 q r r2 returns one on squares and zero on non-squares.
c c , c , e s c 1 y e x 2 c x 2 .  .  .1 2 1 2
U 2xgF , 1ye x /0q
s 2 c 1 y e y c y .  . 1 2
U2ygF , 1ye y/0q
1 q r y .
s 2 c 1 y e y c y .  . 1 2
U 2ygF , 1ye y/0q
1 q r bre .
s 2 c a c bre .  . 1 2
U 2a, bgF , aqbs1q
y1y1s c e J c , c q r e J c , rc . .  .  .  .2 1 2 1 2
To apply this to the case at hand, we will need to make one more note.
Note 6.8. Recall that for k g Z, p was defined on FU by settingk q
 . k U 2p i r hp l s z where l was our fixed generator of F , and z s e . Sincek q
 .  .h s q y 1 r2, this ensures that p y1 s 1. In the future, we will wantk
to take a ``square root'' of p . The choice can be made well defined byk
putting j s e2p i r2 h. s e2p i rqy1. and defining the square root of p ,k
written p , to be the multiplicative character of FU defined by settingk r2 q
 . kp l s j . In passing, we note that the other ``square root'' will bek r2
rp .k r2
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The next theorem ties the basic number theory into our discussion.
 .THEOREM 6.9. Recall that m is a fixed exponent m / hr2 and e¨ery-
thing is taking place within V . Then for u g FU ,p qm
h s e q p u e .u 0 m `
h1
q c p , p , 1 ¨ q c p , p , l ¨ . .  . ym myk .r2 u , k ym myk .r2 lu , k2h ks1
Proof. Recalling Definition 5.6 and Theorem 2.2, we have for u g FU ,q
h s N fu y1r u 0
s N ey1r u x
xgFq
x q u
s p yu e q p e . m ` m u x r xqu. /uxgF , x/yuq
u
s p u e q p e , 6.3 .  .m ` m x 9 /u y x9x9gF , x 9/uq
 .where we have used the substitution x9 s xur x q u above which may
 .also be written as x s x9ur u y x9 . However, let us note
h h h
k n k n lmyn.
2 lz ¨ s z z e  x , n x rl
ns1 ns1 ls1
h h
lm nkyl .
2 ls z e z x rl
ls1 ns1
h
lm
2 ls hd z e l , k x rl
ls1
s hz m ke 2 kx rl
s hAke . 6.4 .x
 . h  .In particular, e s 1rh  ¨ . Substituting this into Eq. 6.3 andx ns1 x, n
making use of Note 6.2 gives
hu 1
h s p u e q p ¨ .  u m ` m x , k /u y x hxgF , x/u ks1q
h u
s p u e q e q 1rh p ¨ .  m ` 0 m x , k /
U u y xks1 xgF , x/uq
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h 1
s p u e q e q 1rh . m ` 0 2ks1
u u
2 2= p ¨ q p ¨ m z u , k m l z u , k2 2 /  /
Uu y z u u y l z uU 2 zgFzgF , z /1 qq
h 1 u
s p u e q e q 1rh p p z ¨ .  . m ` 0 m myk u , k2 /2 u y z uU 2ks1 zgF , z /1q
u
q p p z ¨ . m myk lu , k2 /
U u y l z uzgFq
h1
s e q p u e q . 0 m ` 2h ks1
= c p , p , 1 ¨ q c p , p , l ¨ . .  .ym myk .r2 u , k ym myk .r2 lu , k
 .Note 6.10. Analogously, Eq. 6.4 also lets us write down a formula for
the case m s hr2:
y1 hp u .
N G f " e s G h " ¨ . . y1r u 0, 1 0 ` 0, 1 u u , kh ks1
As in Theorem 6.9, it is then easy to write h in terms of ¨ and ¨ inu u, k lu, k
this case.
With this done, we are in position to state the main theorem of this
section which relates the number theoretic Jacobi sums to the question of
decomposing g into an A invariant sum of Cartans. In fact, it is clear that
this theorem is simply a general statement about certain presentations of
 .the q q 1 dimensional representations of L q . It does not rely on any2
choice of exponents or Coxeter numbers. See the statement in Theorem
1.3.
THEOREM 6.11. In the case where hr2 is not an exponent, it is possible to
write g s [ h as an A in¨ariant direct ¨ector space sum of Cartans ifug P uA
and only if for each exponent m of G, we ha¨e
J p , p / J p , rp .  .ym myk .r2 ym myk .r2
for all 1 F k F h.
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1 .Proof. First observe that A acting on P F consists of four orbits:q
 4  4  2 U4F s 0 , F s ` , F s u N u g F , and F s lF . Obviously the order0 ` 1 q l 1
of the first two is one and the order of the second two is h. Since A
1 .permutes the h , u g P F , according to its action on the subscripts,u q
F , F , F , and F will also describe the orbits of A on the q q 1 Cartans.0 ` 1 l
If we were to have g written as an A invariant direct sum of Cartans as in
 .Eq. 6.1 , then just by counting dimensions we see that P must consist ofA
one orbit of order one and one orbit of order h. Since the following
argument will be true for any of the 22 possible combinations of F , F , F ,0 ` 1
 .and F for P , let us pick say P s F j F for definiteness and checkl A A ` 1
the theorem in this case though at the end we will see that the only
important distinction between the various P 's is whether they contain theA
.element 1 or l .
As previously noted, it suffices to check this statement for each V forp m
each fixed exponent, m. Fix such an m / hr2. Corollary 5.7 tells us that
h is spanned by e and h . Thus if we let V : g be the A invariantu u u A
vector space
 4V s span h N u g P ,A u A
 U 2 4 U 2  2 U4then V s span e , h N x g F j ` . Here F s x N x g F . Since VA x x q q q A
is A invariant, it will be spanned by eigenvectors of A. Thus the question
of whether V is equal to g reduces to deciding if the vectors e , e ,A 0 `
 .¨ , and ¨ are in V for every k s 0, . . . , h y 1 .1, k l, k A
 U 2 4To begin, V contains the span h , e N x g F j ` . Call this spaceA ` x q
 . V : V so that see Definitions 6.1 and 5.6 V equals the span e , h ,1 A 1 ` `
 .4 ¨ N k s 0, . . . , h y 1 . This gives us by h s f s e q ¨ q ¨ and1, k ` 0 0 1, 0 l, 0
.Definition 5.6
V s span e , e q ¨ , ¨ N k s 0, . . . , h y 1 . 4 .1 ` 0 l , 0 1, k
Thus the question of whether V can be equal to g now reduces toA
 .deciding if each ¨ is in V for every k s 0, . . . , h y 1 .l, k A
 U 24Now V is equal to the span of V j h N x g F , but by Theorem 6.9,A 1 x q
we have
h1
h s e q p u e q . u 0 m ` 2h ks1
= c p , p , 1 ¨ q c p , p , l ¨ . .  .ym myk .r2 u , k ym myk .r2 lu , k
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Thus, by what we know of V and Note 6.2,1
hy11
U 2V s span V j e q c p , p , l ¨ N u g F . .A 1 0 ym myk .r2 lu , k q 52h ks0
In fact, we will see that the complicated sums in the above expression are
more or less A translates of one another generically by the fact that
.2Ah s h . We will extract this information next with more care.u u rl
2 r  .By Note 6.2 and taking u s l for r s 0, . . . , h y 1 ,
hy11
r mV s span V j e q z c p , p , l .A 1 0 ym myk .r2 2h ks0
=zyr k ¨ N r s 0, . . . , h y 1 . .l, k 5
Since As¨ s z sk ¨ , we see that we havel, k l, k
hy11
r m yrV s span V j e q z A c p , p , l .A 1 0 ym myk .r2 2h ks0
=¨ N r s 0, . . . , h y 1 .l, k 5
hy11
r yrs span V j p l A e q . 1 m 0 2h ks0
=c p , p , l ¨ .ym myk .r2 l , k
N r s 0, . . . , h y 1 . . 5
But let us extract the constituent eigenvectors of these A translates. By
observing that they are expressed as the sum of eigenvectors under A and
using, say, the operators  zyn kAk for each n we getk
1
V s span V j e q c p , p , l ¨ , c p , p , l .  .A 1 0 ym m r2 l , 0 ym myk .r2 2h
=¨ N k s 1, . . . , h y 1 . .l, k 5
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Thus we arrive at
1
V s span e , ¨ , e q ¨ , e q c p , p , l ¨ , c .A ` 1, k 0 l , 0 0 ym m r2 l , 0 1 2h
= p , p , l ¨ N k s 0, . . . , h y 1 , . .ym myk .r2 l , k 1l l
k s 1, . . . , h y 1 . 6.5 .  .l 5
If
1
1 / c p , p , l , 6.6 . .ym m r22h
 .we get from Eq. 6.5 that V is the span ofA
e , e , ¨ , ¨ N k , k s 0, . . . , h y 1 . 0 ` 1, k l , k 1 l1 l
such that k satisfies c p , p , l / 0 . 6.7 .4 .l ym myk .r2l
Note by Definition 6.1, Note 6.3, and Lemma 6.7 using the fact that l is
U .  .never a square in F , that Eq. 6.7 finishes the proof of the theorem. Allq
 .that remains is to verify Eq. 6.6 which we do next.
 .To verify Eq. 6.6 , we make use of the fact that q s 2h q 1 and
 .  .m / hr2. We also use Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.6 parts 2 and 3 . As a
general preliminary, let c , i s 1, 2, be multiplicative characters of FU suchi q
that c and c c are non-trivial. Then we havei 1 2
’< < < <c c , c , e J c , c q J c , rc 2h q 1 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2F s .
2h 2h h
’ However, it is easily checked that for h G 3, 2h q 1 rh - 1 in fact,
’ .equality occurs only at 1 " 2 .
When we return to our specifics, we are concerned with c s p and1 ym
c s p . Since 1 F m F hr2, we know that p / 1. Hence it is2 myk .r2 ym
easy to see that the conditions p , p , p p / 1 amountym myk .r2 ym myk .r2
 .to the condition that k / "m mod h . Using m / hr2, we may assume
 .that h G 3. Thus by the above generalities, we have checked Eq. 6.6 in
 .the cases where k / "m mod h . We will check these two remaining
cases separately in the next paragraphs.
 .   ..In the case where k s m, we get c p , p , l s 1 0 y J p , r .ym 0 ym
 y1 .Since m / hr2 which would correspond to the character r s r ,
<  . < ’J p , r s q and the previous arguments will apply to an even greaterym
 .degree to check Eq. 6.6 in this case.
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 .Finally, in the case where k s ym, we get c p , p , l sym m
y1 y1 .  .  .. <  . < ’p l yp y1 y J p , rp . Again, J p , rp s q and bym ym ym m ym m
 .similar arguments as above, we have checked Eq. 6.6 in the final case and
completed our proof.
Actually, we have proved more. We state a corollary of the proof:
1 .COROLLARY 6.12. Let m / hr2 be an exponent of G and P : P FA q
an A stable subset of order h q 1. Let
V s span h m. N u g P . 6.8 . 4A u A
Then if 1 g PA
V s e , e , ¨ , ¨ N k , k s 0, . . . , h y 1 .A 0 ` 1, k l , k 1 l1 l
such that k satisfies c p , p , l / 04 .l ym myk .r2l
else if l g PA
V s e , e , ¨ , ¨ N k , k s 0, . . . , h y 1 .A 0 ` 1, k l , k 1 l1 l
such that k satisfies c p , p , l / 0 .4 .1 ym myk .r21
 .In particular, V s V and Eq. 6.8 is a direct sum of ¨ector spaces if andA p m
 .only if all the c p , p , l do not ¨anish or equi¨ alently if allym myk .r2
J p , p / J p , rp .  .ym myk .r2 ym myk .r2
for 1 F k F h.
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 6.11 in which all of the above is either
proved or proved analogously.
 .Note 6.13. For the case m s hr2, we check that Eq. 6.8 always yields
V s V . Making use of Note 6.10, we haveA p h r2
N G f " e .y1r u 0, 1 0 `
s G e q p u G e .0, 1 0 h r2 0, 1 `
hy11 y1q G c p , p , 1 " 2p u ¨ . .  /0, 1 yh r2 h r2yk .r2 h r2 u , k2h ks0
qG c p , p , l ¨ . .0, 1 yh r2 h r2yk .r2 lu , k
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Then by decomposing these into eigenvectors for A as in Theorem 6.11
and making use of the fact that each h h r2. is now only one dimensional,u
we see that V s V unless both of the following are zero:A p h r2
y1
G c p , p , 1 " 2p u . .0, 1 yh r2 h r2yk .r2 h r2
and
G c p , p , l . .0, 1 yh r2 h r2yk .r2
However, using Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.6, it is trivial to see that this is
 .not possible. Hence, the exponent m s hr2 if it is an exponent will
never be a stumbling block towards an A invariant decomposition.
7. A RESULT ON JACOBI SUMS
In this section we recall the basic number theory result on determining
the prime decomposition of a Gauss sum called the Stickelberger Relation.
Actually all we will need is a related result on Jacobi sums. It will enable
us to give some explicit information about an A invariant decomposition.
w xA reference for the material in this section is 7, Chap. 14 .
DEFINITION 7.1. Let q s p f be an odd prime power and j s e2p i rqy1..
 .Denote by D the ring of integers in Q j . Let B be a certain primeqy1
ideal in D lying over pZ in Z. Let v be the multiplicative character ofqy1 m
U  . m  .F defined on the generator l by v l s j and write J v , v asq m n m
usual for the Jacobi sum. Note: our old p is v in the new notation andm 2 m
our old p is v .myk .r2 myk
 .THEOREM 7.2. Let 1 F n, m - q y 1. Then J v , v g D andyn ym qy1
moreo¨er, modulo B , we ha¨e
m q n ! .
J v , v s y B . .  .yn ym n! m!
w xProof. See for instance 7, Chap. 14, Exercise 1 .
8. THE A INVARIANT DECOMPOSITION
In this section we resolve the question of the existence of an A invariant
decomposition of g in terms of the h for the rank two and exceptionalu
groups.
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It will be easiest to check the following lemma first. The lemma is of
obvious importance in light of Theorem 7.2. In fact, it is precisely the case
for n s 2.
LEMMA 8.1. Let q s p f be an odd prime power and recall that h s
 .q y 1 r2. Let 1 F m - q y 1 and in the equations below use the symbol
" to signify q if m q h - q y 1 and y otherwise. Then modulo pZ, the
equality
m q 2 ! m " h q 2 ! .  .
s p .
m! 2! m " h ! 2! .
holds if and only if
2m q 2 " h s 2h p . .
Proof. Using the fact that ZrpZ is a field with p odd, the constraints
 .upon m reduce the above equality to checking mod p that
m q 2 m q 1 s m " h q 2 m " h q 1 . .  .  .  .
After one expands this and subtracts the left side from the right, it reduces
to
"h 2m q 3 " h s 0. .
f  .The fact that 2h s q y 1 s p y 1 s y1 mod p assures us that h / 0.
 .It also lets us rewrite the equation using 1 s y2h p to get
2m q 2 y 2h " h s 0
which finishes the proof.
We will also need this well known fact on Jacobi sums.
LEMMA 8.2. Gi¨ en c multiplicati¨ e characters of FU , theni q
J c , c s c y1 J c , cy1cy1 . .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 2
Proof. The idea is that in the expression
J c , c s c t c 1 y t , .  .  .1 2 1 2
tgFq
one makes the change of variables
yt9
t s .
1 y t9
Since this is standard and simple, we omit the rest of the details.
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COROLLARY 8.3. With the notation of Definition 7.1 and 1 F m - q y 1
 .with the " con¨ention of Lemma 8.1 ,
J p , v / J p , rv .  .1 m 1 m
if
2m q 2 " h / 2h p . .
Howe¨er, for 1 F n F h,
J p , v s J p , rv .  .n m n m
if
2m q 2n " h s 0 q y 1 . .
Proof. Recall that p s v . Then the first part is a corollary ofn 2 n
 Lemma 8.1 and Theorem 7.2 using v s v , B l Z s pZ, and m qx yx
.  . .n !r n! m! g Z . For the second, note that v is of order q y 1 and that
 . y1 y1p y1 s 1. Then apply Lemma 8.2 and solve the equation v v s rv .n n m m
COROLLARY 8.4. Let 1 F k F h. Then recalling Definition 6.4,
c p , p , l / 0 .y1 1yk .r2
if
2k / h p . .
Moreo¨er,
c p , p , l s 0 .y1 1yk .r2
if
2k s h q y 1 . .
1  . Lastly, for h G 3, if q s p and 1 F m F h is such that m, h s 1 that is
.m and h are relati¨ ely prime , then
c p , p , l s 0 .ym myk .r2
if and only if h is e¨en and
2k s h exactly . .
Proof. The first and second parts will just evoke Corollary 8.3 and
Lemma 6.7. To see this for the first part, observe that by Theorem 6.6
 .  .parts 2 and 3 and Lemma 6.7, the first statement is automatically true
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for k s 1. Hence, we may assume 1 - k F h. Now recall that p s1yk .r2
v and use m s k y 1 in Corollary 8.3. Since 1 - k F h, we havey ky1.
1 F m - h. This will imply that the " will be a q since we will also have
m q h - 2h s q y 1. Thus the criterion from Corollary 8.3 reduces to
2 k y 1 q 2 q h / 2h p .  .
which will reduce to the desired result.
To see that the second part is true, just use the substitutions m s 1 y k
and n s 2 along with the fact that 2h is congruent to 0 modulo q y 1.
For the third part, let us begin with the case m s 1. As before, we may
assume that 1 - k F h. Since p s q, there is at most a unique solution to
 .2k s h p for 1 - k F h - p. Thus by the first two parts of this corollary
 .and by the range of k, we see that c p , p , l will be zero if andy1 1yk .r2
 .only if 2k s h p with 1 - k F h. If h is even, then k s hr2 is the only
time this happens. However, if h is odd, then it is easy to check that the
 .solution to 2k s h p must have h - k - p which is not allowable. Thus
we have finished the last part in the case of m s 1. Actually, one may
observe that the distinction between k and k q h does not matter at all
because it amounts to picking a different square root of p which will1yk
only switch the sign of the corresponding c. One can check through similar
reasoning that if h - k - p y 1, then the new criterion would come down
 .to solving 2k s 3h p . But again, since 2h - 2k, 3h - 4h with 4h y 2h
s 2h s p y 1, we see that this cannot be solved for h odd and h - k - p
.y 1.
For the general case, simply apply elements of the Galois group
2p i r py1.  . .Gal Q e rQ .
Let us record in Table 8.1 a list of the exponents, m , and Coxeteri
numbers, h, for the simple Lie algebras. Such information may be found in
w xmany places, e.g., 20 .
TABLE 8.1
Exponents and Coxeter Numbers
Type of g m , m , . . . , m h 2h q 11 2 l
A 1, 2, 3, . . . , l l q 1 2 l q 3l
B , C 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2 l y 1 2 l 4 l q 1l l
 .D 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2 l y 1, l y 1 2 l y 1 4 l y 3l
E 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11 12 256
E 1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17 18 377
E 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29 30 618
F 1, 5, 7, 11 12 254
G 1, 5 6 132
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With this it is possible to state the theorem that tells when an A
invariant decomposition can be found in the case of the rank two and
exceptional Lie algebras. We have also included the case of A for later4
 .comparison see Corollary 10.2 .
THEOREM 8.5. Let G be one of the following: A , B , G , A ,2 2 2 4
F , E , E , E . Write h for the Coxeter number and q s 2h q 1. Then gi¨ en4 6 7 8
 .Theorem 4.1 with L q ¨ G, let P be any of the four A stable subsets of2 A
1 .order h q 1 contained in P F .q
 .1 For h odd, i.e., G s A or A ,2 4
g s h as ¨ector spaces . .[ u
ugPA
In particular, an A in¨ariant decomposition of Cartans exists.
 .2 For h e¨en, i.e., G s B , G , F , E , E , E , an A in¨ariant de-2 2 4 6 7 8
composition does not exist so that g may not be written as an A in¨ariant
1 .direct sum of Cartans of the form h , u g P F .u q
In particular, if we write
 4V s span h N u g PA u A
s span h m. N u g P , 1 F m F hr2 exponents 4u A
 .and let u be 1 if 1 g P and l otherwise in which case l g P , thenA A
 .using Definitions 6.1, 5.6, and 5.3 :
 .2a For G s B , G , F , and E , the exponents are prime to h and2 2 4 8
hr2 is not an exponent. In this case
g s V [ span ¨ m. N 1 F m - hr2 exponents . 4A lu , h r2
 .In particular, V ``misses'' being all of g by a rank g r2 dimensionalA
 .subspace of the rank g dimensional negati¨ e one eigenspace of A.
 .2b For G s E , the exponents are prime to h, but hr2 is an7
exponent. In this case
g s V [ span ¨ m. N 1 F m - hr2 exponents . 4A lu , h r2
  . .Thus V ``misses'' being all of g by a rank g y 1 r2 dimensional subspaceA
 .of the rank g negati¨ e one eigenspace of A.
 .  .2c For G s E , two exponents 4 and 8 are not prime to h, but6
hr2 is not an exponent. In this case
g s V [ span ¨ m , ¨ m0 . N 1 F m - hr2, exponents, m s 4 . 4A lu , h r2 lu , 0 0
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 .Thus, V ``misses'' being all of g by a rank g r2 dimensional subspace of theA
 .rank g dimensional negati¨ e one eigenspace of A and by a one dimensional
 .subspace of the rank g dimensional positi¨ e one eigenspace of A.
 .Proof. For part 1 , simply apply Corollary 6.12 and the last part of
Corollary 8.4.
 .For part 2a with G equal to E or G , the proof is immediate again8 2
from Corollary 6.12 and the last part of Corollary 8.4.
However, we will also need to invoke the first two parts of Corollary 8.4
to finish off the case of G s B since q / p. For this case, m s 1 and2
1 F k F 4. But one trivially checks that the first two parts of Corollary 8.4
are enough to completely finish off this case.
For G s F , the problem again arises since q / p. Proceeding just as4
 .above for B , one finds that one case up to using the Galois group is2
undetermined. The case that needs to be checked is the one of m s 1 and
 .k s 11. However, for this case, one may explicitly write out J p , vym kym
 .y J p , rv . We omit the sum. The reader may check that theym kym
answer turns out to be y2 q 4 i which is non-zero. This finishes F .4
 .The only reason part 2b is not as trivial as E and G above, is that8 2
hr2 is an exponent of E . Thus only an irreducible component of V7 p h r2
 .appears in the decomposition of E under L q . However, we have7 2
already noted in Note 6.13 that the V component is never a problem top h r2
 .an A invariant decomposition. Thus, as with E and G in part 2 , the8 2
result is immediate.
 .For part 2c , two problems arise. The first is that q / p is not a prime
and the second is that all the exponents of E are not relatively prime to6
h. That q is not a prime conceivably could cause problems with the
exponents that are prime to h. However, these possible problems have all
 .already been accounted for in part 2 by the calculations for F . That4
 .leaves only the exponent m s 4 up to the Galois action again and
 .1 F k F h. For these values, we wish to know exactly when J p , vym kym
 .y J p , rv is non-zero. As a first step, one may apply Theorem 7.2.ym kym
The reader may check that the results of those computations check
everything needed except for possibly k s 6, 11, and 12. For these, one
explicitly writes out the difference of the Jacobi sums and finds that k s 6
and 12 yield zero only 12 requires a computation since we already knew
. this for k s 6 while k s 11 yields a non-zero answer approximately
.7.348 y 2.449i . This finishes the proof of theorem.
9. THE ELEMENT OF ORDER h q 1
 .It is well known that L q contains elements of order h q 1. We begin2
by recalling some basic facts about this element.
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THEOREM 9.1. Let F be a finite field of q s p f elements, p an oddq
U  .prime, with l a fixed generator of F . Recall that h s q y 1 r2. Then:q
 .  .1 L q contains an element K of order h q 1.2
 .  :2 After conjugation, one may realize K , the cyclic group generated
by K, as the set of all elements of the form
s nK s ,s , n  /ln s
where s , n g F satisfy the equalityq
s 2 y ln 2 s 1.
 .  .Moreo¨er, K s K if and only if s , n s " s 9, n 9 .s , n s 9, n 9
 . 2 23 The q q 1 solutions to the equation s y ln s 1 may be parame-
1 .terized by letting t ¨ary o¨er P F and settingq
1 q lt 2 2 t
s s and n s .2 21 y lt 1 y lt
Con¨ersely, gi¨ en s and n , one may sol¨ e backwards with
n
t s .
s q 1
Proof. Since this is well known and only involves easy calculations, we
 . wwill simply give convenient references. For part 1 , one may consult 6,
x  .  . w xSect. 38 . For parts 2 and 3 , see 19, Sect. 2.5 .
At this point, we have three special subgroups suggestively called K, A,
and N of orders h q 1, h, and 2h q 1, respectively. K generates K, A
  ..   .. UEq. 2.3 generates A, and N Eq. 2.4 , x g F for 1 F i F f suchx i qi
that the x form a basis for F over F , generate N. We would like to bei q p
 .able to write down an ``Iwasawa'' KAN decomposition of L q , but this is2
not quite true. We need two of them as we shall see.
 .DEFINITION 9.2. Call the set of all solutions s , n to the equation
s 2 y ln 2 s 1 over the field F the circle of radius one.q
1 .Define a map ¨ taking the circle of radius one to P F byq
ln
¨ s , n s . .
s
By the obvious identification, we will also extend the notion of ¨ by letting
 .  .¨ act on the set of K by setting ¨ K s ¨ s , n . It is clear that thiss , n s , n
 .is well defined by Theorem 9.1 part 2 .
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LEMMA 9.3. The map
¨ : K N s , n g circle of radius one ª P1 F 4 .  .s , n q
is injecti¨ e and thus
q q 1
< <image ¨ s h q 1 s . .
2
Explicitly,
2 tl
image ¨ s yl, N t g F . . q2 51 q lt
Proof. First we check that ¨ is injective. Suppose lnrs s ln 9rs 9
 .  .where s , n and s 9, n 9 are both on the circle of radius one. We see that
s s 0 if and only if s 9 s 0. In this case, we get n 2 s n 92 s y1rl so that
n s "n 9. Thus, K s K and this case is done. Thus we may suppose0, n 0, n 9
that s / 0. In this case, solve s 2 y ln 2 s 1 to get ln 2rs 2 s 1 y 1rs 2
 .and similarly for s 9, n 9 . Our original equality, lnrs s ln 9rs 9, obvi-
ously implies that ln 2rs 2 s ln 92rs 92. Since we are in the case s / 0,
this then implies 1 y 1rs 2 s 1 y 1rs 92. Thus we have s s "s 9. Then
 .our original equality says that n s "n 9 also. Thus by Theorem 9.1 we
have K s K and we have shown that ¨ is injective. For the lasts , n s 9, n 9
 .part, simply apply part 3 of Theorem 9.1.
Recall some of the material of Section 2. We have AN s B the Borel of
 .  .upper triangular matrices in L q and recall that L q rB was identified2 2
1 .with P F . To proceed, one may use the elementary decompositionq
¡ b1 0
a 0 1c , a / 0ay1 /1 0 a 0  0a b ~ a 0 1s /c d
y10 y1 1 ybdyb 0 , a s 0.¢ /  / /1 0 0 10 yb
The reader may check this easily using ad y bc s 1. With this decomposi-
a b .  . tion, define the residue of the matrix in L q rB identified with2c d
1 ..P F as the ratio cra. Moreover, since each element of B can beq
 .uniquely written in the form AN, then by breaking up L q into its B2
cosets, one sees that the above decomposition is unique. In other words,
a b .  .   .g L q can be uniquely written in the form M AN see Eqs. 2.52 cr ac d
 . .and 2.6 and let M s S . It is now apparent why the map ¨ was`
introduced.
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1 .THEOREM 9.4. Let s be any fixed element in P F not in the image of ¨0 q
 .  .see Lemma 9.3 . Then L q admits an ``Iwasawa'' decomposition as2
 .follows. E¨ery element of L q may be uniquely written as either KAN or as2
KM AN so that one hass0
L q s KAN KM AN , . @2 s0
where @ stands for disjoint union.
Proof. By the above discussion, we know that K B s M B. Ass , n ¨ s , n .
a result, the only question remaining for uniqueness of a K B decomposi-
 .tion is whether ¨ K is injective, but this has already been answered ins , n
Lemma 9.3. Moreover, by counting, we see that K B takes care of exactly
 .  .  . . .half of L q }the order of L q is 2 h q 1 h 2h q 1 . Next, suppose2 2
X g K B l KM B. Then X may be written as KB s K 9M B9. Rewritings s0 0
yields M s K 0 B0. However, the left side is in a different coset ofs0
 .  .L q rB than the right side by the choice of s . Hence, we must have2 0
K B l KM B s B. Again by counting, we will finish the proof if we cans0
show that when an element can be written in the form KM B, then it iss0
unique.
 .To do this, it suffices to show that given s , n on the circle of radius
one and a / 0 that the equality
a n1 0 s n 1 0
" s y1 /  /  /  /s 1 ln s s 1 0 a
can only be solved in the case of s , a s "1 and n s n s 0 note that the
."'s arise since we are working in PSL instead of just SL . However, one
can check that the right hand side multiplies out to give
a s q sn n s q sn q ay1n .  .
.y1 /a ln q ss n ln q ss q a s .  .
Thus we have four equations to solve. They are
"1 s a s q sn .
"0 s n s q sn q ay1n .
"s s a ln q ss .
"1 s n ln q ss q ay1s . .
The first and third tell us that "ay1 s s q sn and "say1 s ln q ss ,
y1 .respectively. Applying these to the second and fourth give us a "n q n
y1 .s 0 and a "sn q s s "1, respectively. Thus we must have n " n s 0
 . y1  .and a s " s " sn . Of course we then have 1 s aa s s " sn s q
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.  . . y 2 2 2 2sn s s y sn s q sn s s s n . But since s y ln s 1, this implies
2 2 . 21 s 1 q n l y s which gives us either l s s or n s 0. The first is
quite impossible since l is a generator of FU and so not a square. Thus weq
have n s 0. In turn, one then sees that this will give us s 2 s 1 so that
s s "1. This will also give that a s "1 and n s 0 so we are done.
10. THE K INVARIANT DECOMPOSITION
In this section again assume we are in the setting of Kostant's conjecture
 .4.1 so that we have an embedding of L q ¨ G. By the previous section,2
 .we have a cyclic subgroup K of L q of order h q 1. As we did with the2
subgroup A, we would like to examine the possibility of writing g as a
vector space direct sum
g s h , 10.1 .[ u
ugPK
1 . < 1 . <where P : P F is a K invariant subset. We note that since P F sK q q
 .2 h q 1 , there are two possible choices for P .K
Just as with A, we will find that this is not always possible. However, the
question for the K invariant decomposition so far admits less of a general
theory than the corresponding question for the A invariant decomposition.
There are two reasons for this. The first is that A has an elementary
and explicit generator, namely
l 0
A s .y1 /0 l
However, in general we may not be so explicit for K. Even though
  .Theorem 9.1 allows us to write K s K N s , n on the circle of radiuss , n
4one , we are still not able to pinpoint a generator in general. Moreover,
even if we did have a generator, its powers are not nearly as nice as, say,
the powers of A in A.
The second reason is that where the study of eigenvalues of A led to
summing products of 2hth roots of unity and thus to the well studied topic
of Jacobi sums, the study of the eigenvalues of K leads to the summings , n
 .of hth roots of unity times h q 1 st roots of unity. This is not so well
understood.
Thus we do not have so general a criterion for the existence of a K
invariant decomposition. However, as with the A decomposition, we state
the following theorem which answers the question in the case of the rank
two and exceptional Lie algebras again, the case of A is also included for4
.the sake of comparison .
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THEOREM 10.1. Let G be one of the following: A , B , G , A ,2 2 2 4
F , E , E , E . Write h for the Coxeter number and q s 2h q 1. Then gi¨ en4 6 7 8
 .Theorem 4.1 with L q ¨ G, let P be any of the two K stable subsets of2 K
1 .order h q 1 contained in P F where K is a generator of K.q
 .1 For h q 1 e¨en, i.e., A and A , g may not be written as a K2 4
1 .in¨ariant direct sum of Cartan subalgebras of the form h , u g P F .u q
 4To be a bit more precise, any span h N u g P misses being all of g by au K
 .  .rank g r2 dimensional subspace of the rank g dimensional negati¨ e one
eigenspace of K.
 .2 For h q 1 odd, i.e., B , F , G , E , E , and E ,2 4 2 6 7 8
g s h[ u
ugPK
as ¨ector spaces. In particular, a K in¨ariant decomposition exists.
Proof. First, just as in Note 6.3, we observe that a K invariant decom-
position of g as a direct sum of h is equivalent to the correspondingu
decomposition of V as a direct sum of h m. for all exponents 1 F m Fp um
hr2.
Next, we remark that our current proof is inelegant. We are forced to
check these statements in a direct manner using Theorem 2.2, Definition
5.6, Corollary 5.7, and Theorem 9.1. However, the methods are fairly easy
 .to compute though time consuming and do yield the desired information.
Since the calculations become complicated, we will only give the details for
a few typical examples.
 .Let us check part 1 . For G s A , we have q s 7, h s 3, h q 1 s 4,2
m s 1, and z s e2p i r3. One can also take l s 5 g FU andq
2 3K s K s g L q . .2, 3 2 /1 2
 4Then one checks that the possible choices for P are either 0, 3, 4, ` orK
 41, 2, 5, 6 . Since the choice will not matter, let us choose the first to be PK
and write P c for the second. Next, one computes h s e q e q e q eK ` 0 1 2 3
q e q e q e and h s e q z 2e q z e q z e q z 2e q e q e . Using4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 `
the fact that M h : C*h and the fact that M e s e , it is trivial toyu 0 u x y yyx
write down the rest of the h 's.u
 4If we write V s span h N u g P , we want to know if V can be equalK u K K
 4to A . By the nature of h , we know that V s span e , h N u g P . If2 u K u u K
we write out these eight vectors in terms of the e-basis, it is simple to
check the rank of the resulting matrix. In fact, by observing that these
eight vectors already contain the e , u g P , it is obvious that the onlyu K
part of this matrix that needs to be checked with care is the part
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determined by the rows indexed by the h , u g P , and the columnsu K
indexed by the e , u g P c . We record that part here:u K
1 z 2 z 2 1
2 2z z z 1 .
2z z 1 z 0
1 1 1 1
It is easy to check that this matrix has rank three and not four. Thus we
 .have shown that dim V is seven and not the necessary eight to yield g as
a K invariant direct sum.
Let us go further and find the actual defect. Since V is K invariant, itK
will be a sum of eigenvectors of K. Since we know that the e , u g P areu K
in V , we know that each eigenvalue of K appears at least once out of aK
.  .  .  .possible two . By the fact that dim g y dim V s rank g r2 s 1, we
know that we are only ``missing'' one eigenvector. It is easy to check that
hq1  . iq1 i the vector  y1 K e s e y e q z e y z e is not in V using, say,is1 1 1 6 5 6
.the above matrix . Since the vector is an eigenvector for K of eigenvalueK
y1, we are done.
For G s A , we have q s 11, h s 5, h q 1 s 6, m s 1, 2, and z s4
e2p i r5. One can also take l s 2 g FU and K s K . This gives as aq 5, y1
 4  4choice for P either 0, 4, 5, 6, 7, ` or 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 . One can alsoA
compute h1. s e q z 4e q z 2e q z 3e q z e q z e q z 3e q z 2e q0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4 z e q e q e for m s 1 for m s 2 apply the Galois map to get the9 10 `
.corresponding element . Since everything proceeds exactly as before for
A , we omit the details.2
 .Let us now check part 2 . For G s B , we have q s 9, p s 3, h s 4,2
h q 1 s 5, m s 1, and z s e2p i r4. Take l to be a generator for FU. As aq
recurrence relation to relate the multiplication to addition, one may take l
to satisfy l2 s 1 q l. Then one may choose K s K which will give thel, 1
 3 4 7 84  2 5 64two choices for P as either 0, l , l , l , l or `, l, l , l , l . Let usK
choose the first and note that one may check that the choice does not
matter. Lastly one may check that h s z 3e q z 2e 2 q z e 3 q e 4 q z 3e 50 l l l l l
q z 2e 6 q z e 7 q e 8 q e .l l l `
 4  .Again, let V s span h N u g P . Just as we did for part 1 , we couldK u K
write down a five by five matrix and see that it has full rank in order to
finish the proof for this case. This is in fact easy, but we will do it another
way. Namely, we already know that e : V . If we also could get e in V ,0 K ` K
then by the nature of the K orbits above, we would be done. In fact, this is
possible. To wit, one may check that
1
2 4 7 82h q 1 q z h q 1 y z h q 1 q z h q 1 y z h .  .  .  .0 l l l l6
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 :is equal to e modulo Ke . Thus g admits a K invariant decomposition` 0
and we are done with this case.
For G s G , we have q s 13, h s 6, h q 1 s 7, m s 1, and z s e2p i r6.2
U One may take l s 2 g F and K s K . The P is either 0, 2,q 3, 2 K
4  43, 6, 7, 10, 11 of `, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12 . Say that we choose the first. One may
also check that h s e q z 5e q z 2e q z 4e q z 3e q z e q z e q0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
z 3e q z 4e q z 2e q z 5e q e q e . As above, we may either write8 9 10 11 12 `
down a matrix or display e as an element of V . We choose the latter.` K
Explicitly, one may check that
1
11 y 6z h q 1 q 3z h q 4 y z h q 9 q z h .  .  .  .0 2 3 639
q 9 q z h q 4 y z h q 1 q 3z h .  .  .7 10 11
does the trick.
We will not explicitly compute any of the remaining cases for two
reasons. The first is that they are long and complicated. The second is that
no insight is gained in grinding them out. We only make the following
remarks that will allow the reader to perform the analogous calculations.
For G s E , we have q s 61, h s 30, h q 1 s 31, m s 1, 7, 11, 13, and8
z s e2p i r30. One may take l s 2 g FU and K s K . Using the Galoisq 8, 1
group, it is enough to check m s 1. The same techniques work as above.
For G s F , we have q s 25, p s 5, h s 12, h q 1 s 13, m s 1, 5, and4
z s e2p i r12. One may take the generator l g FU to satisfy the relationq
l2 s 3 q l and one may take K s K 11 . As above, one need only checkl , 1
the case m s 1 and the same techniques will work.
For G s E , we have everything the same as above except for m s 1, 4, 5.6
By the above, this leaves only m s 4 to be checked. It is done in the same
fashion and works.
For G s E , we have q s 37, h s 18, h q 1 s 19, m s 1, 5, 7, 9, and7
z s e2p i r18. One may take l s 2 g FU and K s K . With these, check-q 15, 1
ing m s 1 is done as above. It takes care of all the cases except m s hr2
s 9. For this exponent, recall that we only get ``half'' of the corresponding
induced representation. However, it is trivial to check from general princi-
 .pals just as with Theorem 8.5 and the element A that the K invariant
decomposition is always valid within the irreducible component of V .p h r2
Below is a combination of Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 8.5.
COROLLARY 10.2. Let G be one of the following : A , A ,2 4
B , G , F , E , E , or E . Write h for the Coxeter number and q s 2h q 1.2 2 4 6 7 8
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 .Then with respect to Theorem 4.1 and the embedding of L q ¨ G, g2
admits an in¨ariant decomposition as ¨ector spaces
g s h[ u
ugPA
 .by the Kostant element globalized Coxeter element A if and only if h is odd.
Similarly, g admits an in¨ariant decomposition as ¨ector spaces
g s h[ u
ugPK
by the Kac element K if and only if h q 1 is odd.
Therefore either the Kostant or Kac decomposition will always work de-
.pending on the parity of h , but the two cases are mutually exclusi¨ e.
Moreo¨er, the primary reason for the failure of one of these decompositions
to exist has to do with a shortfall in the negati¨ e one eigenspace of the element
A or K, respecti¨ ely.
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